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The preparations and services done by Beijing Sport University can be summarized into six parts as follows:
1. Venue Construction
2. Preparation for Competition
3. Scientific Research Assistance
4. Professional Expert Support
5. Volunteer Recruitment and Training
6. Inheritance of Olympic Culture
Part I  Venue Construction
In 2004, the State General Administration of Sport decided to set up a training base for national teams at Beijing Sport University, including:
seven buildings which are:
- track and field training center
- comprehensive training gym
- athletes’ apartment
- auxiliary training gym
- advanced study building for coaches and referees
- research center for strength and conditioning training
- physical strength recovery research center
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During Olympic Games, seven sports grounds and gyms of our university will be used as Olympic training venue.

Undertake the test matches of track and field, football, volleyball, rhythmic gymnastics and modern Pentathlon, and also the trampoline.
Part Two  Preparation for Competition
- Elite sport gained tremendous development during the twentieth century.
- “Humanistic Olympics” is “people-focused” Olympics, and embodies the truth of elite sport.
Over the past five years, our student athletes have participated in many great sport events, such as Olympics, World Championships, Asian Games and National Games.

43 athletes were crowned as world champion, including 9 Olympic winners.
- 2007 is the crucial year for BSU to prepare for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games
- We will do our best to create and provide the best condition for all the athletes and coaches
At present, there are 74 student athletes, 12 coaches from our university teams of taekwondo, wrestling, judo, weightlifting, rhythmic gymnastic, field and track and boxing, are elected to the national teams for training.
Part Three Scientific Research Assistance

**Functional Knee Brace**
- Support the knee
- Prevent knee hyperextension
- Control knee valgus-varus and internal-external rotation motions
During the process of serving Olympic Games, we will place our research emphasis on Olympic events, strength and conditioning, technique, psychology, injury treatment, physical strength recovery.

Currently, BSU is assigned by the State General Administration of Sport to finish 50 research tasks.

BSU also cooperates with Chinese Swimming Association to build several research workstations.
In the first half of 2007, our university established a teaching experiment center and a scientific research center to offer all-round service and medical care for key research projects.
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Part Four Professional Expert Support

- over the past two years, BSU has been actively assuming the mission of training coaches, referees, researchers, sport administrator and organizer of large-scale sport event, foreign affairs and language personnel, fitness instructor and sports medical personnel
- The total number reaches 2000 people
And recommend our faculty to work in Beijing Olympic organization committee as Olympic training counselors and Olympic training teachers.

Recently, we has finished task of training 2000 teachers who will play important roles at 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.
- BSU is the only sport university dedicating to cultivate the senior sport professional for the people with disabilities.
- The students majoring in this field will follow their supervisor to directly participate in Paralympics preparation.
Part Five  Volunteer Recruitment and Training

- Olympic volunteers’ deeds can both carry forward the spirit of Olympics, and further spread the spirit of volunteerism in China
The volunteers with high-quality and the first-class voluntary service are the foundation and guarantee for holding a successful Olympic Games.
Currently, Beijing Sport University offers 3,000 professional volunteers in 6 categories!

Olympics volunteering will be a test on professional quality and professional skill of our students.
- Improve student volunteers’ professional quality and skill
- Facilitate the construction and development of related courses and subjects in our university
Part Six Inheritance of Olympic Culture

- 2008 Beijing Olympics will bring new development opportunity to the globalization of Olympics
- Chinese traditional sports will be comprehensively exhibited and publicized through Olympic cultural festival
- The members from Olympic family could better understand oriental culture through Chinese traditional sports
Beijing Sport University actively devotes itself to pass on Olympic culture.

We have set up the Olympic culture relic exhibition room and information center for Olympic documents, gathering souvenirs and related materials about 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.
Explore the special regularity and practice model of Olympic education in China, and left the educational legacy with Chinese characteristic to our country and to Olympics itself.
BSU is taking advantage of the opportunity to fully absorb Olympic knowledge and compile it into the teaching material in time to keep the students up to date with the Olympics.
BSU will fully take the opportunity to be best use and exert all the recourses to offer strong support for the preparations of 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, making outstanding contribution for Beijing to hold a high-level Olympics with distinguishing features!
Thank you!